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A Community Engagement Plan for the 

Ashland Forest Resiliency Project   
 

April 8, 2010 

 

Executive Summary: The collaborative effort to plan and implement monitoring and 

community involvement in the proposed Ashland Forest Resiliency project has resulted 

in this Community Engagement plan. The plan outlines the importance of the watershed 

to the city, the need for managing the watershed, the need for community engagement, 

and specific goals and action items that will engage citizens in their watershed over the 

expected 10 year timeframe of the AFR project and perhaps beyond. The actions are 

prioritized for focused efforts given scarce funding and time.   

 

Introduction- The Ashland Creek Watershed: A Brief History 
In 1892, the Ashland Board of Trade (now Chamber of Commerce) petitioned then 

President Cleveland to preserve the Ashland Watershed for the purpose of securing the 

City’s water supply. The request was honored in September of 1893, one of only two 

granted throughout the country with the other being the Bull Run watershed near 

Portland, Oregon.
1
 Upon creation of the US Forest Service in 1905 the issue of the 

Ashland Watershed’s protection continued, resulting in a 1929 Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) giving the City of Ashland standing as a partner in all aspects of 

watershed management. As a result there are relatively few roads and few acres where 

commercial logging has taken place compared to many landscapes across the country. 

The City of Ashland is a minor land owner in the watershed as well, with 645 acres of 

municipal forestlands that have been managed since 1994 under the Ashland Forest Plan 

and the management direction of the Ashland Forest Lands Commission. Work has taken 

place in the watershed over the years including limited logging, construction of fuel 

breaks, weed management, fire suppression, trail construction, and fuels reduction.  True 

community engagement in management planning has historically been lacking, but has 

more recently amped up during the Forest Service’s planning process involving the 

Ashland Watershed Stewardship Alliance in the late 1990’s (leading to the Ashland 

Watershed Protection Project (AWPP)) and most recently the Ashland Forest Resiliency 

Community Alternative in 2004, which lead to the present day AFR project. Although the 

AWPP project addressed the wildfire hazard and forest health dilemma, it only 

encompassed 10 percent of the watershed area. The AFR project was initiated under the 

Healthy Forest Restoration Act (2003), requiring community stakeholder collaboration 

and multi-party monitoring on roughly one-half the watershed area.  The complex 

political, social, and ecological situation demands both careful restoration practices and 

respectful interaction among citizens and organizations.      

  

 

                                                
1 Borgias, Darren- The Nature Conservancy. 2009. Historical Conservation by the Ashland Chamber of 

Commerce-Draft.       
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What is the proposed Ashland Forest Resiliency Project? 
Since 2004, the people who live and work in Ashland and depend on a healthy forest for 

clean water have been working together to design a future for the Ashland watershed.  

 

Citizens, community leaders and the U.S. Forest Service all agree on the key objectives:  

to reduce the risk of large-scale wildfire thus protecting residents, properties, 

organizations in and around the City; to help large, old trees survive fire, insects and 

disease; to restore a healthy forest ecosystem; and to uphold the critical values of our 

watershed -clean drinking water, recreation and wildlife habitat. 

 

The mark of a healthy, resilient forest is its ability to recover from disturbance such as 

fire or drought. Our local forests were once adapted to frequent, low intensity underburns 

among other disturbances. Larger conifers such as pines, Douglas-fir and incense cedar 

with their thick bark are scarred, but historically survived frequent low intensity fires. 

More recently, these dry, open forests of large trees have grown dense with young 

Douglas-fir, Pacific madrone, white fir and shrubs as a result of fire suppression. If a fire 

burns now, the large, older “legacy trees” are prone to succumb as unnaturally severe 

wildfires boil up through the dense undergrowth into the canopy. They also must compete 

for water and nutrients with the dense young growth, weakening the older trees and 

increasing their vulnerability to insects and disease.   

 

The City of Ashland, local citizens and forest conservation groups collaborated to 

develop a Community Wildfire Protection Plan in 2004 that included a forest restoration 

plan. In 2008, the Forest Service used the community plan to develop a preferred 

alternative for managing national forest lands comprising the bulk of our watershed. This 

is the forest resiliency plan, and it guides where and how to thin trees and brush on 7,600 

acres in order to restore a resilient and sustainable forest. The plan will save the largest 

trees and preserve habitat for wildlife dependent on older forests.  It will also ensure 

water quality by preserving stream-side habitat, and protecting unstable slopes and 

erodible soils. And the plan will keep our communities safer from the threat of wildfire.   

Forest workers will thin smaller trees, reduce flammable fuels and conduct controlled 

burns to replicate the natural process. Citizens can participate through multi-party 

monitoring and community education. 

 

The people of Ashland are interested in how their plan for forest resiliency and safety is 

implemented on the ground. To meet that need, local stakeholders propose working 

closely with the Forest Service to monitor results and conditions each step of the way.  

The multi-party monitoring effort will help ensure that plans are followed and that 

measurable results are used to adjust management actions along the way. Community 

engagement will be key to developing awareness of project activities, goals, and 

opportunities as well as awareness of the watershed’s importance. A 2008-2009 grant 

from the National Forest Foundation helped to develop the monitoring project and kick 

off the most recent efforts to engage Ashland in its watershed.  
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I. Community Engagement Strategy 
 

Community collaboration and multi-party monitoring are required elements of a Healthy 

Forest Restoration Act project. Legislation aside, community involvement in the 

management of such an important resource makes good sense and will be increasing as 

this important project draws more attention. The community engagement effort serves as 

the arm of AFR that reaches out into the community and draws in citizens in various 

ways, creates volunteer opportunities, and reports on project progress.     

 

Interest in community involvement and education was expressed at two meetings and 

during outings to see conditions and discuss development of ecological monitoring, 

public engagement and social capital around the AFR project. Goals were proposed and 

prioritized by citizens and project partners whose work provides insight into effective 

ways to improve understanding of the AFR project, to involve citizens and students in 

project monitoring and to create associated educational opportunities. In addition, it 

addresses means to gather quality data and input during the project implementation and 

monitoring process that will help guide “adaptive management” and shape future actions.  

Following is a list of the proposed goals, as prioritized, along with action steps developed 

to varying degrees.  Common threads run through each item; when integrated and taken 

together, these threads offer exceptional potential for accomplishing the goals. A 

concluding section draws together connections to consolidate work and relationship 

building from the outset.  Multiple opportunities for stakeholder involvement and 

leadership are suggested, as well as potential project organization strategies (e.g. sub-

committees) to marshal this engagement. 

 

Goal#1: Create and Update Community Engagement Plan  
Background: The culmination of the two workshops on public involvement during the 

summer of 2009 is a plan to implement the findings and priorities developed by the 

workshop participants (this document). Citizens and stakeholders are working together on 

this plan, continually updating it to keep a vibrant, worthwhile effort moving ahead.   

 

Goal #1/Action #1: Create Plan and Update Regularly 

Desired Outcome:  

The strategic outreach and education plan guides actions and establishes the 

need and compelling case for funding of identified activities. The plan 

establishes timelines and responsibilities to goals.  A funding committee is 
established that identifies sources of funding and facilitates applications to 

these sources. The CE group periodically updates and revises the plan to stay 

current with progress and needs.  

Timeline:  
Complete CE plan with stakeholder input by March 2010. Update the plan 

every 6 months or as needed.  

Strategies:  

 

Take stakeholder input on the draft plan and finalize. Assemble a vital group of 

interested people and divide work into small groups or sub-committees. Small 

groups will give input on the progress and updates for each goal. Larger group 
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will approve updates as needed.  

 

Lead: City of Ashland (including Forest Lands Commission).   

Progress:  

April, 2010--Plan has been drafted and edited by the group. A finalized version 
was presented in March, included in the AFR project Supplemental Project 

Agreement, and will continue to be updated, beginning in April 2010 as sub-

committee work begins.  

 
Goal #2: Fund and Hire a Community Engagement Coordinator 
Background: An employee is needed to work full-time on implementing the Community 

Engagement Plan among other public communication tasks. A non-federal employee is 

preferred.   

 

Goal #2/Action #1: Fund and hire a Coordinator 

Desired Outcome:  
One full-time employee is hire to implement actions identified in this plan and 

assist with fundraising and budgeting.  

Timeline:  Have someone working as soon as possible.   

Strategies:  

 

City of Ashland will be advocating for position money as a project partner.  
Create a position description for the coordinator.  

 

Lead: 
City of Ashland (including Forest Lands Commission) and Community 

Engagement committee working with the fund development committee and 

other key stakeholders and partners 

Progress:  
April 2010 – City is dedicating staff half-time or more with likely funding from 

AFR project and City funds. Complete for now.    

 
Goal #3: Bring the Watershed to the People Using Traditional 

and Emerging Modes of Communication 
 

Background: This goal is about reaching out to the public and keeping them informed 

through reliable and recognized (although not necessarily traditional) modes of 

communication.  
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Goal #3/Action #1: AFR Community Information Campaign 

Desired Outcome: 

The public is well informed about the AFR project goals, strategy and timeline, 

and the results and opportunities involved in monitoring.  Information will be 

available in a variety of formats and a diverse range of outlets to capture 

different citizen groups. 

Timeline:  
A website (www.ashlandwatershed.org) went public in October 2009.  

Further communication strategies need to be developed by a committee in 

preparation for timely occurrence/release depending on events taking place. 

Strategies:  

Bulletin boards, community meetings, YouTube, Facebook (and other social 

media), local radio and television, website, a news column, neighborhoods, 

simulations, a play, a festival, and speakers to deliver the AFR message and 

information.  Establish a communication committee to develop these ideas into 

a communication plan, guide action and find funding and related support. 

Lead: 
City of Ashland (with involvement from the Forest Lands Commission) will be 

the lead. 

Progress:  
Website is up being updated. City is considering use of social networking sites 
for public information. Sub-Committee met and prioritized creating a 

communication strategy as the first goal.     

 

Goal #3/Action #2: Interpretive Signs  

Desired Outcome:  
Installation of durable, informative interpretive signs that supplement other 

outreach and discussions and that address various types of users.  

Timeline:  
Signs designed and installed prior to action on the ground, or as action in 
certain areas is implemented. Certain locations may be less time sensitive as 

would be certain topics.  

Strategies:  

Make some signs accessible to auto traffic via turnouts and others for those 
exploring the forests, e.g. at natural resting locations for hikers and bikers and 

at entrances to trails.  Ideas offered included an interpretive station at the White 

Rabbit Trail, upper Granite St (swimming reservoir?), and trail junctions at 

roads, and also in the plaza/Lithia Park area.  

 

Hold a fun design competition inviting design artists, students, others to 

compete for the most compelling and clear sign presentations. 

Invite sign maker business/es to provide discounts for manufacturing the signs, 

and potentially receive a tax deduction.  

Seek local sponsors for the signs – an “Adopt a Sign” program where the 

business or individual can have the name noted on the sign. 

 

Lead: 
City of Ashland with the Ashland Chamber of Commerce:  Coordinate city, 
business and Forest Service effort, by recruiting a public-private leadership 

committee, to include an adult educator and a design specialist 

Supporting roles: 

Southern Oregon University:  provide social assessment to inform optimal 

messaging and delivery 

North Mountain Park (Ashland Parks): input on design and production of signs 
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Local graphic artist—develop a unified presentation 

 

Progress:  
North Mountain Park shared their experience creating signs.  Budget for signs 

has been approved as part of the AFR funding package.   

 

Goal #4: Create and Offer Opportunities for Community 
Participation 
Background: Informative tours were ranked as the highest priority element by those 

assembled for the Public Engagement Workshop, Participants specified informative tours 

as well as eco-recreation trips, post-activity tours, Parks Department sponsored trips, and 

interpretive exhibits.  

 

Goal #4, Action #1: Hold Informative Tours  

Desired Outcome:  

Get the “people to the woods” by offering opportunities for community 
members and leaders to see first hand and understand forest conditions, 

understand the AFR plan and the resulting restoration work, and discover what 

forest monitoring is and how multi-party monitoring works. 

Timeline:  
Hikes are recommended to be an ongoing activity, as needed to show project 
outcomes or as requested by stakeholders. Future hikes will be scheduled as 

weather allows in the Fall of 2009 and begin again in Spring 2010.  

Strategies:  

Hikes/outings for key community leaders and City government leaders are 
important and need to be scheduled, especially around key decision points such 

as the signing of the Forest Service record of decision, and between distinct 

activities, i.e. sample tree marking, unit layout, understory thinning, controlled 

burning. 

Outings need to be tailored to involve specific user groups (bikers, hikers, non-

recreational residents, merchants, real estate professionals, etc...) or other 

community groups in focused trips on topic areas of greatest interest to them.  

Enlist the support of knowledgeable community members to establish a 

strategy.  

Lead: 
City of Ashland including Forest Lands Commission:  schedule and publicize 

public outings and outreach with input from stakeholders and public.    

Progress:  

Hikes were held for the public on August 20th, 22nd, and September 12th of 
2009. Sub-Committee met in April and lined out specific tour target groups, 

dates and ways to advertise the outings. Partners will work on tour locations 

and content.  
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Goal #5: Create volunteer work and monitoring program 

through Southern Oregon University  
Background: Harkening back to the existence of the REAL Corps (part of the federal 

Americorps program) at SOU in past years, SOU can play a prominent role in AFR 

project monitoring and student involvement through direct work experience and/or the 

environmental sciences curriculum.  

 

Goal #5/Action #1: SOU involvement 

Desired Outcome:  

SOU takes a formal role as a project partner for education, engagement of 
students, and research. It integrates opportunities for students to participate in 

project social and ecological monitoring and hopefully implementation.  A 

program similar to REALcorps comes into existence and brings in volunteers 

who work on the project in various capacities. 

Timeline:  
SOU formalizes their involvement with help of partners and students are 
involved in monitoring by spring 2010.  Volunteer program depends on 

funding and available work.  

Strategies:  
Work with SOU to Come up with a well defined role. Make contact with SOU 

to establish a formal working relationship and agreement. 

Lead: SOU –Mark Shibley 

Progress:  

SOU students worked on strategies for AFR involvement in Fall of 2009 and 
presented their findings to SOU administration, faculty, and AFR partners in 

February 2010.  AFR classes in both spring and summer sessions at SOU have 

been set up in addition to a science symposium in June.   

 

 

 
Goal #6: Establish AFR monitoring partnership between the 

Ashland School District, Southern Oregon University, and the 
Forest Service.  
Background: This goal brings in the Ashland School District to provide opportunities for 

local youth to become involved in the watershed through field trips, data collection, and 

monitoring.  The link is made to SOU to give college students meaningful community-

based learning opportunities and to help and mentor younger kids in field work and 

classroom work. The Forest Service fosters these activities and encourages staff to 

participate when possible.    
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Goal #6/Action #1: Monitoring partnership including Ashland Schools 

Desired Outcome:  

Local students (primarily Middle School and High School) develop a sense of 

place by learning about the watershed and experiencing it first hand. SOU 

students gain credit and experience by mentoring or teaching younger people 

about the watershed. 

Timeline:  
Contacts with ASD and SOU are made in 2009 and details are worked out 
through the end of the 2010 school year. Full involvement begins in Fall of 

2010. 

Strategies:  

 

City and TNC project partners facilitate meetings to lay out the possibilities of 

and educational partnership centered on the watershed. Create a 

coordinator/liaison who works with both ASD and SOU to develop these 

opportunities, possibly an Americorp volunteer. The Forest Lands Commission 

has been discussing a similar approach and should be consulted as this moves 

forward. Tap into existing efforts like fourth grade watershed education 

curriculum, sixth grade water studies, North Mt Park Nature Center programs, 

and forestry education. High School Environmental Studies and biology 

classes are a good target as well.  

 

Lead: 

Rich Whitley with City/Ashland Forest Lands Commission to provide input 

and/or assistance.  

 

Progress:  

SOU students worked on strategies for AFR involvement in Fall of 2009 and 

will present their findings to SOU administration and AFR partners in 

February 2010.  Rich Whitley has been talking with the ASD about creating an 

education program involving local forests.  

 

 
Goal #7: AFR Partnership articulates a clear vision for AFR 

project and launches implementation with demonstration 

areas.   
Background: The need for a transparent process is key to building trust between the 

community and the Forest Service as this project moves into implementation. Community 

members want demonstration areas where they can see exactly how the process will work 

and the results on the ground as the project ramps up. A reliable and recognizable USFS 

presence in the community is desired.  The AFR partnership (City, TNC, Lomakatsi 

Restoration Project) will play a large role.    

 

Goal #7/Action #1: Forest Service vision and transparency 

Desired Outcome:  

 

The “roadmap” for AFR is clearly laid out and communicated to partners and 

community. Demonstration sites are completed and reviewed as 

implementation gains speed.  

Timeline:  
The project Record of Decision was signed in October. Ideally, the roadmap 
would be laid out before any activities begin, depending on the funding 

deadlines.  
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Strategies:  

Maintain communication between City and USFS to stay up to date on project 

timelines and development of a roadmap. 

Seek membership on the Ashland Coalition for U.S. Forest Service local 

District Ranger  

Through a variety of means, keep the community updated on how the project is 

progressing (see Goal #6, Action #1) 

Lead: 
Project partners to communicate updates on timelines with Forest Service (Don 
Boucher) as lead. City of Ashland and Chamber of Commerce can assist with 

distribution of information.   

Progress:  

An implementation timeline and plan are being developed by the Forest 

Service and project partners. A new District Ranger is in place as of April 2010 
and a project work plan is being developed that can be presented to 

stakeholders and public.   

 

Goal #8: Create volunteer involvement opportunities 
Background: Volunteer opportunities are an exceptional and essential way to get the 

community involved in the AFR project.  Volunteer opportunities have been discussed 

but yet need clear definition along with the formation of a volunteer support structure for 

recruiting, training, supervising and recognizing volunteers. Volunteers can function in a 

variety of roles depending on their expertise and capability.  

 

Goal #8/Action #1: AFR Volunteer Program  

Desired Outcome:  

 

Ample opportunities are put forth for citizen and student volunteers to be 

engaged in aspects of the AFR project -- tied with project goals and actions 

listed above. Volunteers are given the necessary preparation and support, and 

they feel like their efforts are important and make a difference in the project.  

Timeline:  

Sub-committee begins to meet in Spring 2010 and outlines volunteer 
opportunities for the Spring and Summer of 2010. The sub-committee then 

develops further opportunities as the project moves forward. Updates are 

necessary.   

Strategies:  

Broad based appeal for volunteers through various outlets and organizations. 
Connect this program with SOU students as mentors and/or volunteers. Recruit 

retired resource professionals from the community to help guide and train other 

volunteers. Solicit volunteers from local service clubs. Use media outreach 

outline in Goal #6 to reach people 

Lead: 

 

City of Ashland (with involvement from the Forest Lands Commission) will be 

the lead for now.  

  

Supporting roles: 

 

US Forest Service provides ideas for volunteer jobs, possibly contributes 

supplies for use by volunteers, and plans and delivers the volunteer support 

program.  SOU can support this effort even if not taking a lead role. Lomakatsi 

has an active volunteer program and will help guide some opportunities.  
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Progress:  

A sub-committee met in April and outlined current volunteer activities for 
rapid development into ongoing programs. Work has started on these first 

opportunities.   

 

 

Goal #9: Secure Funding for Community Engagement Work 
Background: Undoubtedly there will be more work than can be funded from agency 

coffers. Outside funding sources will be key to accomplishing Goals and Actions 

identified in the plan.  

 

 

Goal #9/Action#1 Establish Funding Committee and Create a Budget 

Desired Outcome:  
A funding committee is established and identifies sources of funding and 
facilitates applications to these sources based on projected costs laid out in a 

project budget. 

Timeline:  
Establish funding committee by May of 2010.  Committee will identify 

funding sources for specific needs identified by other committees.   

Strategies:  

 

Talk with Chamber of Commerce representatives and local service 

organizations to recruit members of funding committee.  

 

Lead: 
City of Ashland (including Forest Lands Commission) and Community 
Engagement committee working with the fund development committee and 

other key stakeholders and partners. 

Progress:  
The AFR budget currently includes money for CE action items. A coordinator 

and other staff are in place and funded through summer of 2012.   

 

 

II. Coordinating Efforts into a Cohesive Program  
There are many points of intersection among the goals and actions identified in this plan. 

In addition, other entities (City Forest Lands Commission, local schools) have been 

pursuing similar goals and programs.  Coordination amongst all potential partners would 

create a unified and more effective campaign, maximize project effectiveness, and save 

time and effort. Coordination focuses on the education component involving local 

schools and volunteers.  

 

Bringing Together Education Partners  

Foster school district involvement with the Forest Lands Commission’s fledgling efforts 

to get watershed education into local schools. Explore coordination with the 

Environmental Education program at SOU.  SOU students could design forest related 

curriculum and/or create programs for local schools to be taught by future students. This 
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may also be a way to offer meaningful volunteer opportunities for high school and 

college students and/or community members.  

 

Bringing in Volunteers 

Volunteers can play an essential and mutually beneficial role in getting others engaged in 

the process and becoming educated themselves. Depending on the amount of 

involvement from SOU and the potential re-creation of an Americorps program (or at 

least individual Americorps volunteers), the extent of a potential volunteer program 

varies.  Integrating volunteers is a possibility through options for teaching in schools, 

collecting forest field data, and working behind the scenes coordinating programs. In any 

situation, volunteer monitoring and management are crucial to their success. The Nature 

Conservancy has extensive volunteer coordination experience and is a valuable resource 

in helping the Forest Service design the AFR volunteer program. It will be essential to 

create a staff position to lead the volunteer program and provide timely and appropriate 

opportunities for volunteers.  

 

Oversight: Creating a Project Structure and Establishing Committees  

Several potential committees are identified in the plan. Leaders need to outline a 

proposed AFR organization for further review and input from key stakeholders and 

partners. Duplicating efforts or becoming too decentralized or defused could lead to a 

loss of volunteers and a lack of success.  Further fleshing out of this plan might involve a 

chart of critical functions and how minimal oversight could lead to maximum results 

using but not overusing people on as few committees as possible.   

 

III. Prioritizing Goals and Actions 

In recognition that there this effort has to begin with limited time and funding, there has 

to be a prioritized approach. Some actions are ongoing, and already had momentum when 

this plan was conceived. Others need significant input and to varying degrees are time 

sensitive. This table lays out priorities set forth by the Community Engagement 

committee for time sensitive and ongoing issues. Highest priorities are at the top of the 
table.  

 

Time Sensitive  Ongoing 

1. Create and Update       

   Plan (Goal #4) 

1.Tours of Watershed 
(Goal #1) 

2. Convene Funding 
Committee (Goal #8) 

2. SOU Involvement 
(Goal #2 and #3) 

3. Fund and Hire 

Coordinator (Goal #9) 

3. Monitoring 

Partnership 

(Goal #3)  

4. Community 

Information 

4. Clear vision with 

demonstration areas 
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/Interpretive Signs 

(Goal #6) 

(Goal #5) 

5. Create Volunteer 
Opportunities (Goal #7) 

 

     

AFR Sub-Committee Leads and Members February, 2010 
 

 Goal#1: Create and Update Community Engagement Plan  
Lead: City of Ashland - Chris Chambers 

Group: All attendees will help edit, finalize, and update 

 

Goal #2: Fund and Hire a Community Engagement Coordinator 
 Lead: City of Ashland - Chris Chambers 

 No group since the City will be lead partner on Community Engagement in AFR.  

             Chris Chambers has been assigned to Community Engagement work.   

 

Goal #3/Action #1: Bring the Watershed to the People Using 
Traditional and Emerging Modes of Communication 
 Lead: John Williams 

 Group: Niki Del Pizzo, Dana Fortmiller, John Williams, Craig Gorson, Gary Pool,    

Kari Gies, Chris Chambers 

 

Goal #3/Action #2: Interpretive Signs  
 Lead: None listed  

 Group: The Nature Conservancy, Tim Chesley, Chris Chambers, Karin Onkka,  

Ashland Parks Dep’t 

 

Goal #4: Create and Offer Opportunities for Community 

Participation:  Tours 
 Lead: City of Ashland - Chris Chambers  

Group: Parks Dept, Chamber of Commerce -Dana Fortmiller, Marty Main, 

Lomakatsi RP- Niki Del Pizzo 

 

Goal #5: Create volunteer work and monitoring program 
through Southern Oregon University  
 Lead: SOU- Mark Shibley 

Group: Chris Chambers, Rich Whitley, George McKinley, Marty Main, Vicky 

Sturtevant, Lomakatsi RP 

 

Goal #6: Establish AFR monitoring partnership between the 

Ashland School District, Southern Oregon University, and the 
Forest Service.  
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Lead: Rich Whitley 

Group: Mark Shibley, Tim Chesley, Craig Gorson, Niki DelPizzo, Vicky Sturtevant 

 

Goal #7: AFR Partnership articulates a clear vision for AFR 

project and launches implementation with demonstration 

areas.  
  Lead: Forest Service- Don Boucher 

  Group: City of Ashland- Marty Main, The Nature Conservancy, Lomakatsi  

                            Restoration Project 

 

Goal #8: Create volunteer involvement opportunities 
 Lead: City of Ashland – Chris Chambers/Marty Main 

Group: Dana Fortmiller, Paul Galloway (USFS), Niki Del Pizzo, Craig Gorson, Jeff 

McFarland (Parks Forester) 

 

 Goal #9: Secure Funding for Community Engagement Work 
 Lead: None listed 

 Group: Dana Fortmiller, Craig Gorson, Chris Chambers, Paul Galloway, Darren  

                          Borgias 
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Resource A: Notes from Public Engagement Workshop 
 

Ashland Forest Resiliency Multiparty Monitoring Public Engagement Workshop 

August 7, 2009, Ashland Community Center, 10 am – 2 pm 

 

Participants: Mark Shibley, Darren Borgias, Vicky Sturtevant, John Karns, Molly 

Sullivan, Chris Chambers, Marty Main, Rachel Werling, Melody Noraas, Kari Geis, Sam 

Whitridge, Rich Whitley, Paul Galloway, Neil Benson, John Stromberg, Carol Voisin, 

George McKinley, Joseph Vaile, Richard Best 

• Welcome comments were offered by Mayor John Stromberg, and Fire Chief John 
Karns 

• Darren Borgias reviewed the agenda and hand outs 

• Marty Main gave a history of City involvement in the watershed and development of 

the community alternative for AFR 

• Darren Borgias provided background on FS monitoring and supplemental monitoring 

prioritized by a stakeholder group of technically inclined community members on 

June 12 

• Vicky Sturtevant reviewed the results of the social capital workshop held on July 23. 

• Darren described the small group process to brainstorm and then prioritize strategies 

and resources to support public engagement in monitoring to optimize social and 

ecological results of AFR. 
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• Individuals brainstormed, prioritized, shared in small group, and then shared with the 

large group.  All ideas were included on the wall on sticky notes.  Large group 

discussed organization and differentiation of ideas.  Individuals voted for top three 

priority ideas using sticky dots, and one additional item for urgent implementation.   

 

Results of the brainstorming, organization, and prioritization follow. 

Multi-party monitoring public engagement strategy, specific 
nominations with votes, and summary of nominated ideas with no 

votes.
1st  
3 pts

2nd  
2 pts

3rd  
1 pt

total 

votes

total 

pts
Urgent 
(red)

Hold informative tours, including stakeholder led walks 2 1 3 6 15 0
Informative tours in the watershed woods 3 3 6 12
Stakeholder led informative walking tours 1 1 2 3

Eco-recreation trips, harvest trips, Parks trip, Parks exhibit 0 0

SOU volunteer program for work and long-term monitoring 3 1 3 7 14 2
SOU manage volunteer program (e.g. Americorps) 2 1 1 4 9 1
Establish Long-term monitoring program 1 2 3 5 1

Establish Ashland Schools-SOU-FS monitoring partnership 1 5 0 6 13 5
Establish Partnership Ashland Schools/SOU/FS and monitoring agreement 1 5 6 13 5

Place-based ed. (fire ecol., climate change), adopt-a-plot, watershed study book, 

branded  restoration byproducts used locally 0 0

Create education-outreach plan, establish funding committee 2 2 2 6 12 4
Create education/outreach plan and funding 2 2 1 5 11 3
Establish fund-raising committee 1 1 1 1

FS to hold vision, implement, starting with demonstration scale 2 2 2 6 12 0
Demonstration sites with signs explaining treatment 1 2 2 5 9

Vision (accomplishment and progress) 1 0 1 3

Ranger visible in community, aggressive implementation 0 0

Communicate using bulletin boards, discussions, material w/logo 0 2 5 7 9 1
Watershed bulletin boards (to inform watershed visitors) 2 2 4
Embrace discussion with those with opposing viewpoints 3 3 3 1
Create logo 2 2 2

YouTube, RVTV, Facebook, animation on website, news column, FAQs, 
Neighborhoods, simulations, meeting place, forum, stage a play, AFR festival, 

speakers bureau. 0 0

Volunteer workdays and monitoring for adults and students 2 0 0 2 6 1
Adult / student volunteers for work days (brushing/burning) and monitoring 2 2 6 1

Citizen vols. from NGO's, retirees, CERT. Establish vol./outreach coordinator, 

neighborhoods  0 0

Identify coordinating body, committee 1 0 1 2 4 1

Priority

 
 

Providing watershed forest tours for community members ranked highest, however 

several more urgent strategies followed closely in priority.  These included establishing a 

new partnership among SOU, the FS, and Ashland Schools to provide monitoring 

program and place-based education opportunity tied to AFR. A similar priority and 

urgency was place on developing a plan for education and outreach, and funding.  

Developing communication materials with a logo, such as bulletin boards in the 

watershed, and holding discussions with those opposed to the project was a lower 

priority. Volunteer workdays were elevated among the list of strategies but lower than the 

more institutional educational involvement in monitoring.  The Forest Service was 

recognized for its role of vision keeper and implementer, and encouraged to start with 

demonstration treatments. 
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Subsequent roundtable discussion emphasized need for a strategic education and outreach 

plan incorporating the identified strategies and priorities and including contacts and 

partners, and effective “marketing” or outreach using a variety of tools, including a 

logo/name to increase recognition.  This plan should be drafted for review by a larger 

group.  Attendees also stressed finding funding for an outreach effort and forming an 

education/outreach committee to perpetuate this effort. Chris Chambers, Rich Whitley, 

and Paul Galloway were listed as conveners of the committee.   

 

The group discussed importance of volunteerism as an aspect of community involvement, 

and the need for organization and coordination of volunteer efforts.  Establishing an 

Americorps volunteer position was considered favorably by the group—to help build the 

relationships among partners.  A local person with understanding of the issues and people 

could provide advantages.  Subsequent discussion considered who would host/supervise 

an Americorp volunteer—both The Nature Conservancy and N. Mt. Park have 

Americorps positions right now and other possibilities include SOU, the City of Ashland 

(Public Works?), but not Forest Service as explained by Paul Galloway.  Another 

possible avenue for staff/funding is through a Jackson County Title III grant.  

 

In order to advance key strategies, clearly defined roles for the partners and key contacts 

with responsibility for coordinating need to be identified in an O-E plan.  Chris Chambers 

was nominated and he accepted appointment to draft the plan.  
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Resource B  

 

NOTES FROM:  

Ashland Forest Resiliency Project 

Multiparty Monitoring and  

Community Engagement: A Working Meeting 
 

Convened by the City of Ashland and the  

US Forest Service 
 

 November 17th, 2009 

4:00-6:00 PM, Ashland Ranger Station 645 Washington St 

 
Purpose of the meeting:  review comments and redraft (and rename?) the 

“Ashland Forest Resiliency Multi-party Monitoring Community 

Involvement and Education Strategic Plan”, and create a strategy to 

organize implementation and funding of the plan.  

 

Participants: Vicky Sturtevant, Marty Main, Sandra Slattery, Dana Fortmiller, Chris 

Chambers, Kari Geis, Niki Del Pizzo, Rob Cain,  Tom Marr, Elizabeth Zinser, Don Boucher, 

Mike Stednitz, Mark Shibley, Kate Jackson, John Karns, Neil Benson, George McKinley, 

Tony Kerwin, John Williams, Molly Sullivan.  

 

The meeting convened with a full room of participants.  Fire Chief John Karns welcomed 

the attendees, affirming the importance of community participation in the Ashland 

Forest Resiliency Project and the value of the project.  Vicky Sturtevant followed with a 

summary of the Social Capital meeting and study she is conducting as part of a Forest 

Service sponsored project. Chris Chambers (City of Ashland) explained that the AFR 

Record of Decision was signed in October and the project is planned to begin on the 

ground in the spring of 2010 with   Don Boucher from the Forest Service has been 

assigned to coordinate the project.  Chris explained an organizational diagram that Don 

Boucher had drawn up showing different functions in the AFR process and how they are 

related. Community Engagement was depicted as relating to implementation and the 

multi-party monitoring effort, serving to bring volunteers and students into project 

monitoring and reporting through education, data collection, and communication with 
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the greater community. Monitoring in turn, creates feedback known as “adaptive 

management” where adjustments are made in planning and implementation as the 

project moves forward.  No one knows who exactly will be associated with each of the 

functions until the Forest Service figures out who will be the recipient of a Stewardship 

Contract, including the monitoring component, although the City will be involved in 

some capacity.  

 

Input had been received by email, but from only two people, so time was allowed for 

the group to read through the draft Strategic Plan document.  The group made 

individual comments on paper and the papers were collected to provide some 

anonymity.  Marty, Vicky, and Don tallied the comments by goal and action number. 

Chris then started down the list of comments starting with the larger picture comments 

about the document and working down to specific changes to goals and actions.  

 

The group discussed the title of the document as a strategic plan and decided to remove 

the word “strategic” and use “Community Engagement” instead of “involvement and 

education”. The final title reads “Ashland Forest Resiliency Community Engagement 

Plan”.  The need for Ashland Forest Resiliency was brought up, but was left in due to the 

use of that title for the overall project and the need to relate to it.   

 

The group agreed to add participant information as groups and individuals become 

more involved and have established roles in the project.   

 

An organizational chart will be created for this project, but is only functions at the 

moment. Once formal roles are agreed upon, the chart will be updated and made 

available.  

 

The number of people and how they will be reached and engaged was discussed. The 

group felt that reporting how many people were reached is important, but that having a 

target number was less important.  The need for prioritization was a comment that was 

well taken, especially in the face of limited funding. This discussion was left until the end 

of the meeting, and then later (due to time constraints) moved to a sub-committee 

meeting to be scheduled. 

 

What to do with volunteers was briefly addressed. There will be monitoring 

opportunities for volunteers to engage in; especially monitoring that was identified by 

the technical stakeholders group as high priority but not being addressed through Forest 

Service basic monitoring.  Water quality, large trees, and herbaceous understory plants 

were mentioned.  Further addressing points submitted via email regarding volunteers, 

the group agreed that labor needs (hours, numbers) can be worked up at a later date 

when tasks and timelines are known. The student involvement timeline for SOU will be 

updated to reflect current work taking place. Contacts are already made at SOU 

(Professor  Mark Shibley and Vicky Sturtevant (retired SOU professor) were present) and 

students are working to institutionalize SOU involvement in watershed monitoring.  
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Environmental Education grad students were mentioned as a group at SOU that would 

be a good fit for this effort. Recent reorganization at SOU will help bring more resources 

under one roof for making connections.  Rogue Community College was not seen as 

engaged in Ashland and SOU represents a large local resource in our own community 

that is not connected to the watershed.  

 

Goal and Action Item Review 

The meeting moved on to reviewing each goal and action item utilizing comments 

submitted by email and contributed by meeting participants during the brief review 

period.   

 

Goal #1, Action #1: Hold Informative Tours 

Comments received via email regarding greater involvement of community groups (non-

recreation groups, merchants, real estate professionals) were accepted.  Group added 

the School Board and Tom Marr volunteered to present to them.  Rob Cain asked what 

the impact on recreation would be, and offered that trail users would be more 

interested in the larger plan for trails and recreation in the watershed—not just AFR.  

Other suggestions were to identify a route with existing maps for people who can’t 

make the tours; identify places where public access is limited and offer those places on 

tours; have group tours by organization or group i.e. teachers, and their specific 

interests; and visit areas that represent complete treatments so folks get a sense what 

the “product” will be.  

Note from Chris: Many true hikers were disappointed that last summer’s tours didn’t 

involve much hiking. A long-ish hiking tour would be well received.  

 

Goal #1, Action #2: Interpretive Signs 

Comments: Make signs accessible to vehicle stops (trail heads, etc..) as well as resting 

spots for hikers and bikers.  Toothpick trail, Four Corners, White Rabbit, Plaza, Lithia 

Park, and Mt Ashland were all mentioned.  Suggestions were made regarding a 

public/private sponsorship of signs.  North Mountain Park nature center (Ashland Parks 

and Rec) has experience with sign design and creation.  A commenter said to make sure 

that signs are done with correct timing so as not to hold up the more important work on 

the ground. Ashland Forest Lands Commission has been working on a watershed map 

drawing contest—a likely point of coordination.  Perhaps the map could be a sign? 

 

Goal#2, Action #1: SOU Involvement 

SOU capstone students are working on a proposal to be presented to SOU faculty and 

administration to create programmatic involvement in AFR and the watershed. Mike 

(SOU Student) and Mark Shibley explained the project’s goals to get SOU classes 

working on AFR through labs and practicum classes, get SOU to hold and analyze data, 

and create an educational link to the School District. The creation of a college of 

environmental science recently will help bring together more opportunities for SOU to 

engage in this effort. Other suggestions include describing exactly what students can do, 
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creating lesson plans, and create a booklet to explain opportunities as well as the 

monitoring and AFR project process.  Need to mention senior capstone projects. 

 

Goal #3: Monitoring Partnership 

Comment made that the Ashland Schools already study watersheds in 4
th

 grade classes 

and water in 6
th

 grade classes.  Need to invite a 4
th

 grade teacher to link to this effort.  

Ongoing efforts at SOU and described in Goal #2 need to be well developed in order for 

SOU to understand and take a role in AFR and the watershed.  Environmental Education 

grad students might be a good link to school district.   

Chris’ Note: This partnership doesn’t have to be predicated on AFR work. There are 

plenty of opportunities on City of Ashland forestlands to engage SOU and School District 

students—the program and relationships are most important—with the Forest Lands 

Commission interested in education and outreach, maybe it’s best to cast this as 

Ashland Watershed opportunities rather than just AFR centered. 

 

Goal #4: Create a Plan and Establish Committee 

The work taking place at the meeting goes a long way toward a completed plan. Next 

steps were discussed at the end of the meeting and involved a sub-committee following 

up. Question was proposed to identify what funding needs exist and what the 2 million 

dollars in stimulus funding will pay for? Can it be used for monitoring? What other 

sources of funding are out there, especially locally? Someone suggested a partnership 

with Food Co-op and Sanitary Service to encourage use of tap water, making a link to 

the watershed.   

A common funding committee for all AFR community engagement and monitoring work 

was discussed, in lieu of two committees.  We need to know priorities and what is 

already funded and what’s most do-able.  

 

Goal #5: Forest Service vision for project 

One suggestion was to include Forest Service, Fire Chief on Ashland Coalition.  The City 

Administrator already sits on this group, but Forest Service does not and could be a 

good addition.  Is there anyone else who can assist with this goal? Forest Lands 

Commission was suggested.  Timelines will be tight given the signing of the ROD and 

stated vision to get on the ground by spring. A comment wanted more ties between 

Forest Service vision and monitoring group, which could be the conduit for this 

information/vision.   

 

Goal #6: Bring the watershed to the people—communication 

Comment made to move this to Goal #1 (prioritize) and add press release and 

newspaper contacts—widespread PR and public outreach is key. Maps were mentioned 

as important tools. Make information available at library, SOU, and Schools.  Question 

was asked about who is the contact for this project. Need to establish roles of 

participants and organizations so we know who will be the primary drivers and 

contacts for this work—this applies to all goals. Stewardship agreements need to be 

understood.  
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Goal #7: Volunteer Opportunities 

Important points were to hire a volunteer coordinator with more than one year 

commitment; bring on volunteers slowly making sure work is meaningful, clear, and 

thoughtful; use existing user groups (bikers) to educate other users; make sure 

volunteer staff support is budgeted for; youth crews can be used; spell out how 

volunteers will be coordinated and by whom; volunteers feel like they make a 

difference; and appeal to volunteers through a variety of outlets and organizations.  

 

Chris’ Note: Supporting roles may change as project partners are defined.  

 

Time was in short supply and so the parting conversation turned to next steps. Chris 

offered to incorporate the changes agreed upon in the meeting and re-submit the 

document for final inspection/editing. There were no objections to this, but a suggestion 

was made to convene a sub-committee that would finalize the document and prioritize 

the actions was put out to the group.  There seemed to be general agreement as the 

meeting wrapped up.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


